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1. INTRODUCTION 
The recent development in reaction-diffusion equation gives considerable 
attention to plane wave solutions as well as to periodic solutions. However, 
most of the discussions in the current literature are devoted either to plane 
wave solutions in the form t@t -/I . x) or to periodic solutions (cf. 
[2,5,6,9]). This form of plane wave or periodic solutions consists of a 
single moving coordinate and can often be analyzed by using the theory of 
ordinary differential equations. In this paper, we study plane wave solutions 
for a coupled system of reaction-diffusion equations in the form 
v(t, ;It -/I. x) which depends on two independent variables t and 
c = It - j3 . x, where 1 > 0 is a constant scalar and /I is a vector in the n- 
dimensional space R”. This consideration leads to a suitable set of reaction 
diffusion equations rather than the usual two-point periodic boundary-value 
problem. The periodicity of the plane wave solution discussed in this paper is 
with respect to not only the variable t but also the moving coordinate <. A 
novelty of this consideration is that the periodic plane wave solution 
possesses the combined frequencies w0 = 2d/L and o, = 2x/T, where T and 
L are the respective time and spatial period of the solution. 
Consider the coupled nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations 
(Uj)t - 07 v2uj + ,$, cjt(uj)xt + Oj”j =fJ(uh (t, x) E w+‘,j = I,..., 4 
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where u = (ur ,..., 
defined in R”. 
uJ, D,? > 0, ui > 0, Cjl are constants and fj are functions 
By introducing the moving coordinate < = At -p . x and 
writing u(t, x) = ~(4 At -P . x) = ~(t, l), Eq. (1.0) is reduced to the form 
where D,=j/3l'D,*, ci = A- C;= i cj,PI. We require that for some given 
positive constants L, T the solution v satisfies the time-space periodic con- 
dition 
u,(4 4 = u,(4 r t L), 
uj(t, C) = uj(t t 7'3 <), 
(t, C) E R2,j= I,...) n. (1.2) 
Our objective is to show the existence of a periodic solution to the system 
(1. I)-( 1.2) from which the existence of an almost periodic plane wave 
solution to the system (1 .O) can be deduced. The basic approach in proving 
the existence problem is to establish an equivalent relation between the 
system (1.1~(1.2) and a corresponding integral equation, This integral 
equation is obtained through the construction of a suitable Green’s function. 
Upon deriving some properties of the Green’s function we prove the 
existence of a periodic solution to the integral equation, or equivalently, an 
almost periodic plane wave solution to (1.0). The existence proof is based on 
the property of the Green’s function which does not make use of the Hopf 
theorem for periodic solutions nor the usual “a priori” C2-bound of the 
solution for almost periodic solutions (cf. [ 1,5]). 
2. PERIODIC GREEN'S FUNCTION 
Throughout this paper we assume thatf, E C’(R”), where C’(R”) denotes 
the set of all continuously differentiable functions in R”. By adding a linear 
term on both sides of Eq. (l.O), if necessary, we may assume that Uj > 0 for 
j = l,..., n. In order to investigate the existence of a periodic plane wave 
solution to the coupled nonlinear reaction diffusion equations we first 
construct a suitable periodic Green’s function for the system (1.1~( 1.2). 
This Green’s function will be used to establish an equivalent relation between 
the time-space periodic system (1.1~( 1.2) and a corresponding integral 
equation which is the basis for establishing our existence and uniqueness 
theorem. Due to the periodic nature of the problem, our integral equation is 
rather different from the usual integral representation of initial boundary 
value problems. 
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Motivated by the Green’s functions obtained in [6, 71 we seek a Green’s 
function for the present system in the form 
G,(t-r,<-rj)=(LT)-’ 5 F 
k=-m m=u-a, 
[iW,T?l + (DjWik* + Uj + iCjW*k)]-' 
X exp[i(w, m(r - r> + w2k(t - v))] 
for t-r#NT, NEZ,j= l,...,n, (2.1) 
where w, = 27rT-‘, o2 = 2nL-‘, w,, = Lw,. It is clear that the above series 
converges uniformly in every compact subset of R* excluding the line 
t = z + 2N7rw; 1 (N E Z). By defining 
gjk(Z) = eXp(-(Dj W: kZ + Oj) Z), P-2) 
V/ik(Z) = [l -gjk(T) exP(-iCj%Wl-’ ]gjk(Z) exPF-iCjW2kz)l (2.3) 
and using the relation (cf. [S]) 
-7 e 
iop(t-r) T(l - exp(aT))-’ exp[a(t - 7)], O<rct<T, 
= ,=t, iwp-a I T(l - exp(aT)-’ exp[a(T+ t - r)], O<t<z<T, 
(2.4) 
for any complex number Q # iwp, w  = 2xT-‘, the Green’s function may be 
written in the form 
G,(t-z,&q)=L-’ ‘? 
km 
Wjk(t - 5) exp(iw,k(< - q)) for 0 ( r < t < T, 
G,(t-z,r-r)=L-’ ‘f Wjk(T+ c - ~1 exp(iw,Ut - ~1) 
k=-co 
forO<t<r<T, (2.5) 
where <, q E R. Define 
‘jk= L1 -gjk(T)]’ + 2(1 -cOscjW2~T)gjk(T)v 
bjk(z) = (“jk)-lgjk(Z)? I 
P-6) 
zqf - r)= 
I 
L-%,&--5) for 0 < r < t < T, _ 
L ‘y,JT+t-7) forO<t<r,<T. (2.7) 
Then an elementary calculation gives 
vjk(z) = b,,(z) exp(-ic,w,kz) - bjk(T + z) exp{icjw,k(T- z)}. (2.8) 
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Substitution of (2.7), (2.8) into (2.5) the Green’s function is expressed in the 
form 
G,(t - 7, < - q) = H,(’ - 7) + Sj(t - 7, t - q) 
where 
qt - 7, t - Pu) = G,,(t - 7, t - rl) - G,,(t - 7, C - rl) 
forO<z<t<T 
Gj,(t - 7, < - V) - Gj,(t - 7, r - tt) for 0 < t < t < T, 
(2.10) 
and 
Gj,(t - Z, c- q) = 2L-’ 2 b,k(t - T) COS{Ul2k(~- q - Cj(f - P))}, 
k=l 
O<sct<T, 
Gj2(.) = 2L -’ f b,,(T + t - z) cos{w,k({ - rj - q(t - z - T))}, 
k=l 
O<t<t<T, 
(2.11) 
G,,(m) = 2L-’ fJ b,k(T + f - t) COS{W,k(<- q - cj(t - 5 + T))}, 
k=l 
Gjd(*) = 2L-’ f bjk(2T $ t - Z) COS{CO,k(~- ?l - C/(t - 5))}, 
k=l 
O<t<s<T. 
In the remaining of this section we establish some properties for the Green’s 
function. 
By considering the functions 
+j(L Z) G bj&z) = (ajr)- ‘gjrCz), aj(O E ajl9 gj(C z, s gjt(z) t2’ 12) 
as a continuous function of < and z and setting 
for z > 0, < > 0, (2.13) 
where 
Kj = (Be-’ t $ ~c,~(eD,)-1/2T1/2) exp(-ojT)(l - exp(-aiT))-’ + 1 
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we have the following estimate which is a generalization of the well-known 
classical trigonometric series theorem (cf. [3]). 
LEMMA 1. For every v E R, j = l,..., n, 
W,kbjk(Z) sin CO,k(V - q) 
(z > 0). (2.14) 
Proof. By the definition of #j direct differentiation gives 
a(t#j(t9 z>)/at = - @j(L z> + #ji(L z)(l + rj(t))3 (2.15) 
where 
rj(r) = (4DjW: Tr*gj,(T)( 1 - COS CjW2 Tr) 
- 2CjO2 T&,,(T) sin CjO2 Tr)(Ujs)-‘. 
Since I< exp(-a<*) I< (2ae)-“* and (<’ exp(-at*)) < (ae)- ’ we have, from 
(2.2), (2.6) and (2.12), 
(1 - eXP(-Oj T))* < Uj[ < 5, @j(tl, z, > O9 
lrj(Lz)l + l < Kj (C > 0). (2.16) 
Let I,(& z) = <#j(r, z) + aj(<, z). Then by (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16) 
Ij(& z> > 0, aj(t, Z) > 0, aIj/a( < 0, aCtj/a( < 0 for { > 0; 
lim I,(& z) = 0, 
1+03 
lim aj(& z) = 0. 
t-m 
The above relations imply that Ij, aj are monotone decreasing in {. It follows 
from a well-known theorem (cf. [3, p. 331) that 
+ $J k-‘a,(k,z), 
k=l 
dv< 5 k-‘aj(k,z), for anyz> 0. 
k=l 
(2.17) 
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Since by letting ,J= q(v - q) and using the periodic condition, 
kbjk(z) sin kij dy’ 
= 2 jr 1 fJ (lj(k, Z) - ai(k, z)) sin kq 1 dg 
k=l 
the relation (2.14) follows immediately from (2.17). 
Using the result of Lemma 1 we derive some estimates for aGj/a& 
LEMMA 2. Let gj = 2Kj(l - exp(-ujT))-*. Then 
T  
1^ I L d7 I =,(t - 7, t - tl)/X I dv 0 0 
Q 8nL-’ 
[ 
$I (Djw:k2 + uj)-‘(bjk(o) - bjk(2T)) 
+ifj C (DjW: k2)-’ . 1 (2.18) k=l 
Proof: By the definition of the Green’s function in (2.9), (2.1 l), 
I I Td7 L/~G,(t-~,~-tl)/Xld~ 0 0 
G j’ d7jL I(a/X)(Gj, - Gjz)I& + jT d7 j” I (a/a{)(Gj, - Gjd)ldC;. (2.19) 0 0 I 0 
Since 
aGj,/X = 2L -’ 2 (-~2) kbjk(t - 5) sin[w, k(r - f,’ - cj(t - T))], 
k=l 
I 
’ bjk(t - 7) d7 = (DjWi k2 + Oj)- ‘(b/k(O) - bjk(t)), 
0 
2 ji aj(k, t - 5) dt = 2Kj J’ dr I” (ai(q ‘gj(q, t - 5) dq 
0 k 
we have from Lemma 1 
I i ‘d7 L I’Gj,/‘rIdtt ~ 8nL-’ ~ (Djoik2 +Uj)-‘(bjk(O)-bjk(t)) 0 0 k=l 
+8nL-‘2, f k-Ii* (+‘&I’ + u,)-‘(1 -gj(q, t)) dq. (2.20) 
k=l k 
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A similar calculation leads to 
J J 
’ dr ’ IaGjJarIdq < gnL-’ f (DjU:k* t  Uj)-‘(b,,(T) - bjk(T + t)) 
0 0 k=l 
t ~zL-‘I?~ -fj k-l jm (DjQJ:V* tUj)-‘(gj(tt,T)-gj(S,T+t))drl, 
k=l k 
T  
J J 
L dz 1 c?Gj@<I dq < 87rL - ’ ~ (Dj~: k* + uj)-‘(bjk(f) - b,,(T)) 
t 0 k=l 
(2.2 1) 
+ 8x’-“j fJ k-’ j” (DjUz q2 t Uj)-‘(gj(q, t)-gj(q, T))dq, 
k=l k 
I J 
Tdr ~l~C,,la51d~<8nLe1 f (Djw:k2+Uj)-1(bjk(T+t)-bjk(2T)) 
t k=l 
t 8zL-‘xj 2 k-if= (D~o:Y* +Uj>-‘(gj(tl, Tt t>-gj(~, 2T))dq- 
k=l k 
The conclusion (2.18) follows from (2.19)-(2.2 1) and the relation 
jkm (DUO: q2 t Oj)-‘( I- gj(q, 27’)) dq < (~jwi)-l Jka qe2dq = (Djw: k)-‘a 
We next give an estimate for Gj. For this purpose it is convenient to set 
Kj” = 2u2[(8D,Te-I)‘/* exp(-ujT) + lCjl T](l - exp(-ujT))-4, 
Rj=4 f (Djo$k3 t Ujk)-‘(bjk(O)-bjk(2T)) + 2Kr(DjCU:k*)-’ . 
k=l I 
(2.22) 
LEMMA 3. Let Gj be given by (2.9). Then 
T  
I  J 
dr L(Sj(t-~~t-V)ldV<Rj, 
0 0 
I  J 
Td* LIGj(t-r,&q)~dq<u,:l+Rj. 
0 0 
(2.23) 
Proof. It is readily seen by a simple calculation that 
+j,(tP ‘l/X = - 2Djw~&j~(z)(uj~)-2 rjl(t9 z, + gj[(z)(aj~>-2rj*(t9 z)9 
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rjl(rT ‘1 = z”j, + 2T(1 - gj&T>> gjr(T) 2 O for <, z 2 0, 
rj,(t, z) = (160 jw: T)“‘(l - cos cjw* T~)((Djw:Tlf*)“* 
X exp(-Djo: 7’<*)) exp(-uj T> - 2CjW2 Tgjs(7’) sin cjw2 T& 
The above expression and the inequality 1 r7 exp(-aq2)1 < (2ae)-li2 ensure 
that 
Let 
Then from the relation 
[Uj(t)l-'< (1 -exP(+JjT))-4 
the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1 leads to the estimate 
2L-’ j; 1 5 b,k( Z COS CO*k(V - fj) d?j < 4 5 k-'{bjk(Z) + 2ai*(k Z)}* 1 
k=l kc1 
Using the above inequality and (2.7), the conclusion (2.23) follows from the 
same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let TL-‘cj = Nj be integers. Then 
I I ‘ds ‘/S,(t-+j)~d&4 f (Djw:k3+ujk)-‘. (2.24) 0 0 k=l 
Proof. In view of the hypothesis on cj the function Sj in (2.10) becomes 
S,(t - 5, c - $‘) = 2L - ’ f bjk(t - 7) COS W2 k{ r - $’ - Cj(t - ‘G)} 
k=l 
for O<r < t< T, (2.25) 
Sj(t-~z,~-t/)=2L-’ 2 bjk(T+t-7)COSw,k{r-tl-Cj(t-Z)} 
k=l 
for 0 < t < 7 < T, 
where 
b,,(z) = { 1 - exp(-(D,ozk’ + ~j) T)j-’ exp{-(Djw:k* + 0,)~) (z > 0). 
(2.26) 
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It is easily seen that 
bjk+ 1(.z) < bjk(z) for z > 0, k = 1, 2 ,..., and limbj,(z)=Oask-,co. 
Using the transformation q -+ + = o,[r - q - cj(t - r)] a similar argument as 
in the proof of Lemmas 1 and 2 gives 
J J^ Td* ‘IS,@-+~)ldfl 0 0 
~4 ~ k-’ Ilbj~(t-r)d~+~Tbja(T+t-r)dT . 
k=l 0 t 
The conclusion in (2.24) follows by an integration on the right-side 
expression, using the relation (2.26). 
3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 
Using the estimates for the Green’s function in Section 2 we now establish 
an equivalence relation between the system (l.l), (1.2) and the integral 
equation 
Vj(t, t) = J’ d7 I” Gj(t - 7, C - V) fi(v(7, v)) drt, 
0 0 
(t, <) E fi = [O, T] x [O, L],j = l,...) n. 
(3.1) 
Our main effort in establishing this equivalence relation is the differen- 
tiability of a solution to the integral equation (3.1). 
LEMMA 5. Let jj E C’(lR”) and let v be a continuous solution of the 
integral equation (3.1). Then the derivatives vt, v[, vll all exist in 0. 
Proof: Let qj(t, t) =f/(v(t, 0) so that q, is bounded in fi. In view of 
Lemma 2 and the well-known differentiability theorem (cf. [ 10, p. 794]), 
avj/a< exists and is continuous. By the hypothesis on &, Pj E aqj/at also 
exists and is continuous. We show that vj is continuously differentiable in t. 
Using (2.9), (2.10) and setting 
h,(t) = L -I I,’ Vjo(t - 7) (1: qj(7, V) dtl) d7 
+ L-’ ,f’ w,o(T+ t - 7) (1; q,@, tl) dtl) d7, t 
(3.2) 
409/1OS/l-16 
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where according to (2.3), w,,(z) = (1 - exp(-uj 7’,)-’ exp(-u)z), Eq. (3.1) is 
equivalent to 
u,(t, t) = h,(t) + jf dr I’ (G,,(f - r, t - v> - Gjz(f - G t - tl)>&W rl)) & 
0 0 
+ j’ dr j” (Gj3(f - z, t - q) - Gj& - r, 5 - r))f;.(@ s)) drt- (3.3) 
t 0 
Let Qj,(t - r, < - q), I= 1,2,3,4, be any L-periodic functions such that 
aQ,J@ = - G,,. Then by integration by parts and using the L-periodicity of 
Qjl and qj, Eq. (3.3) may be expressed in the form 
For definiteness, we choose 
k=l 
X sin{o,k(< - q - Cj(t - r))}, O<z<t<T, 
Qjz(t-r,<-~)=2L-’ f (02k)-‘bjk(T+t--) 
k=l 
X sin{w,k(r - q - cj(t - z - T))}, O<z<t<T, 
Qj,(t-z,<-q)=2L-’ f (O&-‘bik(T+t-~) 
k=l 
X sin{w,k(< - q - Cj(t - r + T))}, O<t<t<T, 
Qj4(t-t,t-q)=Z-’ f (~~k)-‘b,~(2T+t-~) 
k=l 
X sin(w,k(< - V - cj(t - r>>}, O<t<r<T, 
and set 
for 0 < t < t < T, 
(3.5) 
Q,(r - z, C - rl) = - Q& - 5, C - rl) + Q,& - 5, < - ‘I) forO<t < t< T. 
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It is easily seen by direction calculation that 
aQj(t - Z, ( - ~+)/at = - DjaGj(t - ~3 < - q)/aC + CjS'j(*) - ujQj(*), 
O<!z<t<T, (3.7) 
aQj(t - 5, < - q)/at = - DjaGj(t - ~3 r - tt)/aC + cjsi(*) - ojQj(.>, 
O<ttr<T. 
Since by (3.4), (3.5), 
uj(t, t) - h,(t) = - Jr dr JL Qj(t - ~7 t - 7) pj(7, V) drt, 
0 0 
(t, t) E L&j = l,..., n, (3.8) 
and since by Lemma 2, the integrals 
where 
&CC - v) = Q,,<O, t - tt> + Q,,(O, t - v> 
- Qj,(Ov t - tl) - Qj,CO, t - tt>* 
A similar argument shows that c?u,/~~* exists and 
(3.10) 
~*u,/~<~ = j’ dr j” 8Gj(+3yp,(r, q) dtj. (3.11) 
0 0 
This proves the differentiability of v, as stated in the lemma. 
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Based on the result of Lemma 3 we now establish the integral represen- 
tation of the system (l.l), (1.2). 
THEOREM 1. Let& E C’(lR”). Then a continuousfunction v(t, c) in R * is 
a solution of the periodic system (l.l)-(1.2) if and only if it is a solution of 
the integral equation (3.1). 
Proof. Suppose that v is a solution of the integral equation (3.1). Then 
by the representation of G, in (2.1), 2, satisfies the periodic condition (1.2). 
Since 
(v& = - joT drj: ~Qj(~)lWj(~ ~1 drt = 1: drj: sj(*>Pj(T, V> dv9 (3.12) 
uj = h,(t) - j’ dt 1’ Q,(e) P,(T, V) dtl, (3.13) 
0 0 
the relations (3.9), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) ensure that 
t"j>t - Dj("j)rr + cj(uj)[ + UjUj = (hj), + Ujhj t (” J(r - V) Pj(t, tt) drt* (3.14) 
0 
In view of the definition of Q,,(O, < - r), the functions 4 are given by 
I;.(<- v)= 2L-’ f (w2k)-’ sin(o,k(<- r)), j = l,..., n. 
k=l 
It follows that 
0 
= f 
k=-m 
L-‘(iw,k)-’ I,: Pj(t, q) exp(iw,k(c-- r>} dq 
k-f0 
= 7 L-1 L 
kz’r’, (, qj(t, V) ev{iw,W- v>} & -Lp’(L qj(t, V) 4 0 
=q,(t,<)-L-’ L 
I qj(t, V> dV o 
=&(u(t, t)) - L - ’ ( qj(t, V> dV* 
It is easily seen by a direct calculation that 
(hj), = - Ujhj t L - ’ (,I qj(t, V) dV* 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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Addition of (3.15) and (3.16) shows that the right side of (3.14) is&(v(t, 0). 
This proves that u = (v 1 ,..., u,) is a solution of (l.l)-(1.2). 
Conversely, if u(t, r) is a solution of (1.1~(1.2) then qj(t, <) -&(u(t, 0) is 
continuous differentiable in (f, [). Defme 
vT(t, t’) = (’ drJL Gj(f - 5, tf - V) qj(t, V) dV* (3.17) 
0 0 
Then by the above argument, VT satisfies the periodic condition (1.2) and the 
linear equation (1.1) with the given function J(v(t, <)). Hence the function 
wj s v,? - vj is a solution of the homogeneous system 
(Wj), - Dj(Wj)rr + Cj(Wj)I + Uj Wj = 0, 
wj(f t T, t) = wj(t, [), (3.18) 
wj(f, t t L, = wj(f, (It)* 
Let Wjk(f) be the Fourier coefficients of wj(f, <), that is, 
lijjjk(f) = L -l JL wj(t, 0 exp(-iw2 kt) dt, k = 0, f 1, +2 ,.... 
0 
Then by an elementary calculation, a,(f) satisfies the equation 
$ (mjk(t)) =- (DjW:k’ t ~ji+ iCjw,k) t. 
An integration of the above equation gives 
Gjjk(f) = aj, exp(-(Dj w: k* + uj t icjwz k) f), (3.19) 
where ajk = Wjk(0). But by the periodic condition Gjk(t + T) = Wjk(t) the 
relation (3.19) can hold only when ajk = 0 for all k. This shows that 
Gjk(f) = 0, for f E R, j = l,..., n; k = 0, kl, k2 ,.... Since the set 
{exp(-iw, kr)} is complete and w  is continuous we obtain wj(f, x) z 0. This 
proves that u = o* and thus u is also a solution of the integral equations 
(3.1). The proof of the theorem is completed. 
We next show that every solution of (3.1) is an almost time periodic 
solution of (1.0) and satisfies the spatial periodic condition 
u(f, X t ej) = U(f, X)3 (f,X)E F!“+l, 
where ej is the vector given by 
ej = (0 ,..., 0, L//lj, 0 ,..., 0). 
(3.20) 
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This almost periodic solution possesses two time frequencies wO, o, which is 
a unique feature of our integral representation. 
THEOREM 2. If v(t, C) is a continuous solution of the integral equation 
(3.1) then u(t, x) E v(t, At - p . x) is an almost periodic plane wave solution 
of (1.0). Furthermore this almost periodic solution possesses two frequencies 
w0 = 274L, w, = 24T and satisfies the spatial periodic condition (3.20). 
Proof: In view of Theorem 1, u(t, x) = v(t, it -,8. x) is a solution of 
(1 .O). Define 
Vjmk = (TL) - ’ jO’ dt j; [ iw,m + (Djwik2 t uj $ icjW2k)]-’ 
x ev(-i(qmr t w,kv))fj(v(T, rl)) drl. 
Then by (2.9), (2.23) and the Lebesque theorem, a termwise integration of 
the right side of (3.1) gives 
Vj(t, <) = 5 2 ifjmk exp(i(w , mt + w2 k<)). 
Replacing r by (At -p . x) yields 
u,(t, x) = 2 5 fijrnk exp[i(o,mt + w,kt - wzIcp . x)]. 
The above representation of the solution shows that u is almost periodic in t 
with combined frequencies o1 , o0 and satisfies the spatial periodic condition 
(3.20). 
4. EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC PLANE WAVE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we establish the existence of an almost periodic plane wave 
solution to the system (1 .O). In view of Theorems 1 and 2 it suffices to show 
the existence of a continuous solution to the integral equation (3.1). To 
achieve this we use the representation (2.9) for the Green’s functions Gi and 
seek a solution in the Banach space 
5%-r {v=(ul,..., V,); VjEC(W’), Vj(t+T,r)=vj(t,<)=v,(t,<+L),j= l,*.*,n), 
where the norm in 5??F is given by 
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Let 
tAjuNt) =JoT li7 i,L Hj(f - 7)&(0(79 0)) dtl9 
j=l,..., n,tE[O,T], (4.1) 
(Bju)(t9 4 = j' lf7 I” Sj(f - 7, t - V).tj(“(7v rt)) drt, 
0 0 
and define operators A, B from x into inself by 
Au = (A1u,...,Anu), Bu = (B 1 II,..., B, u), 
where Hi, Sj are given by (2.7) and (2.10). Then Eq. (3.1) is equivalent to 
u=(A +B)u (u E x)* (4.2) 
Thus the existence problem of (3.1) is resolved if the operator (A + B) has a 
fixed point in x. To ensure this, we need the following assumption: 
(Hi): For each j= I,..., n,& E C’(W’) and TL-‘Cj s Nj are integers, 
where cI = L - C;t= i cJ3,. 
The requirement of TL -‘c, being integers can always be fulfilled by a 
suitable choice of /I. For notational convenience, we set 
D* = i (D,F-‘, K,= 5 k-3, p= 2 a,:‘, 
j=l k=l j=l 
li?=max{]grad.fi(u)];uES,j=l,..., n}, 
(4.3) 
where S is a bounded subset in x. Notice that K, z 1.20. 
THEOREM 3. Let hypothesis (Hi) hold and let S be a bounded closed 
convex subset of x such that 
(Au, + B”*) E s for u1,u2ES. (4.4) 
Then for any A, /3 with I/?[ > (L/n)(Ko D*i@)l’*, Eq. (1.0) has an almost 
periodic plane wave solution in the form u(t, x) = u(t, It - /3 . x) and u E S. 
Proof: We prove the theorem by showing that A is a compact operator 
and B is a contraction mapping on S. It is easily seen by direct calculation, 
using (2.2), (2.3), (2.7), that 
jrd7/’ IHj(f-7)/dl=(I ~j~(f-r)dr+j~W,o(T+t--r)d7=o;L. (45) 
0 0 0 I 
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The above relation and (Hi) yield 
where M is an upper bound of ]fj(v)] on S for all j. In view of (2.7) we also 
have 
tr ,$I / j:iAt dr jr (w,o(T + t + At - r> - v,oV + t - W+(G rl)) dtl / 7 
(4.6) 
where At > 0. Since by (2.8) and (Hi) 
L-‘IdW,,,(z)/dzI< (~/lL)(l -exp(-UjT))-’ EMI, 
L - ’ I v/JO(z) I G Mll”j9 for z 2 0, (4.7) 
I”f+)I GM9 forvES,, 
we see from (4.6) that 
I(Av)(ttAt)-(Au)(t)/ <nLM,M(Tt2aj’tT)IAtl 
= 2nLM,M(Tt ai’) IAtl. (4.8) 
A’ similar expression as in (4.6) shows that (4.8) holds when At < 0. The 
above relations and (4.4) imply that (Au)(t) is equicontinuous and is 
uniformly bounded on [0, T] for every v E S. It follows from Arzeli’s 
theorem that A is a compact operator on S. Clearly, A is a continuous 
operator on S. 
To show the contraction property of B we observe from (4.1) and Lemma 
4 that 
(IBU -Bu*II <4iG 5 5 (I/.q*0;k3q t ujk)-’ /Iv - u*Il 
/=I k=l 
< 4ik,(l/l co*)-2 2 (qy 110 - u*(l (u, u* E x). (4.9) 
j=l 
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Using the notations in (4.3) and the relation w2 = 2nL-‘, the above 
inequality is equivalent to 
IIBv-Bu*II~M~,IPI-*(L/K)2D*Ily-u*II (II, u* EX). (4.10) 
It follows from the hypothesis on /3 that B is a contraction on S. By a well- 
known theorem in [ 12, p. 311, the operator (A + B) has a fixed point in S. 
This proves the theorem. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3 is the following. 
COROLLARY. Let (H,) hold and let h(v) be uniformly bounded by a 
constant M for each j = I,..., n. Denote by B, the ball in x with center origin 
radius r-M[p + (L/7c)*K,D*]. Then for any A,p with IpI > max{ 1, 
(L/n)(K,D*fi)“*}, where %? is given by (4.3) with S = B,, Eq. (1.0) has an 
almost periodic plane wave solution in the form u(t, x) = v(t, It -/I . x) and 
UEB,. 
ProoJ: It is easily seen from (4.3) (4.5), Lemma 4 and the uniform 
boundedness offi that for any ul, v, E B,, 
IIAv,+Bv,ll (M i oy’+4M i -f (IP12co;k3Dj* +qk)-’ 
j=l j=l k=l 
~M[~+(Ll(~I~l))*KgD*l~r. 
The above relation shows that (Au, + Bu,) E B, for all u 1, v2 E B,. The 
conclusion of the corollary follows from Theorem 3 with S = B,. 
Remark. It is easily seen from the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 that all 
the conclusions in these theorems hold when the requirement fj E C’(R “) is 
replaced by that & satisfies a Lipschitz condition in every bounded subset of 
R”. 
EXAMPLE. To give an application of our results in the previous section 
we consider an immobilized enzyme reaction problem which involves a 
coupled system of two equations in the form (1.0) with 
fi(U,, h> =f*(u, 9 u2> = a,(4 + Gf (G 
f(u,)= (u, + %>/[l + (4 + VA + Yh + VIYl9 
(4.11) 
where y, ui, vi, i = 1, 2, are positive constants (cf. [4]). For physical reasons 
we assume that f,(u,, u1)=f2(u,,u2)=0 when either u, + v1 < 0 or 
u2 + v2 < 0. Clearly, f, and f2 are continuous in R* and satisfy a Lipschitz 
condition in every bounded subset of R *. In view of Theorem 3, Eq. (1.0) 
with the function (4.11) has a periodic traveling wave solution if there is a 
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bounded closed convex set S such that (Au, + Bv,) E S when o, , v2 E S. We 
seek such a set in the form 
by a suitable choice of R i , R 2. Since by direct calculation, 
sup{f(v,); 0 ,< v, + vt < 00) = (2y + 1)-l, 
Eq. (4.5) and Lemma 4 imply that for any u = (vi, uZ), u* = (UT, VT) in S,. 
II~~~+~~~*II~~;‘~~,II~z+~*llIIf~~~~II~ 
+ %WI %-*Pw~, II 0: + VZII lf(vl*)II 
< (27”’ + l)-‘[ 1 t 4K,(]P] CO,)-2(D:)-‘a,] R, = p,R,, 
IIA*0 tB,~*ll< w2 t WW~,) t 4Kl(IPI ~*)-2mT’~*1 R,. 
Hence if 
a,/a2 < pyl’* + 1) (4.12) 
then there exists /I, E R” such that for all P with ]/I > ]/I, I 
lI~,~+~,~*ll~Il~,+v,ll~R,~ 
IIAIv +B,v*ll <R, (v, v * E S,), 
where we have chosen R, = pi R,. This shows that (An t Bv *) E S, when 
u, u * E S,. In view of Theorem 3, we have the following conclusion: if 
TL -lcj are integers and if (4.12) holds then there exists p,, E R” such that 
for all A, j? with ]/I] > ]p,] the enzyme reaction system has a periodic 
traveling wave solution u = (ui, u2) with ni(t, x) = vi(t, At-p . x) and 
u=(v*,v2)ES,. 
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